housekeeping
product

applicati on

instructions
Dosage: dilute 1:300

nu kleen smell

kleen
smell

All hard surface cleaner

Trigger spray: 3.33ml nu kleen smell™/1L water
bucket: 15ml nu kleen smell™/5L water
Spray area with nu kleen smell™ and wipe with a
clean damp cloth. Rinse cloth continuously.

can be used on urinals, toilets,
sinks, chrome, glass, mirrors,
counters, baths, showers, walls,
floors, finished wood and
stainless steel.

Dosage: ready to use

nu smell plus

smell
plus

eliminates bad urine odours,
long lasting eVect.

nu action 3

action
3

Power degreaser
Removes tough stains, cleans
and degreases surfaces such as
garages, industry, offices and
schools.

Dosage: dilute 1:300 for normal daily use &
1:100 for heavy duty use.
Trigger spray: 1:300 3.33ml/1L water
Trigger spray: 1:100 100ml/1L water
Bucket: 1:300 15ml/5L water
Apply using a trigger spray & scrub the surface
with a soft handpad. Wipe with a wet cloth to
remove excess dirt. For heavy duty application
allow product to soak on surface for a few
minutes.

nu bio scrub

bio
scrub

Bathroom descaler &
cleaner

applicable to
concentrate form only
eye contact:
check for and remove
contact lenses.
in case of contact with eyes
rinse immediately with plenty
of water for several minutes.
consult a physician if
symptoms develop.

Apply using trigger spray bottle.
After each cleaning procedure, spray 3 to 4
squirts of nu-smell plus™ on walls and floors
around urinals and toilets.

Bathroom odour control

safety/first aid

skin contact:
wash with water.
consult a physician if
symptoms develop.
ingestion:
do not induce vomiting.
do not give anything by
mouth to an unconscious
person.
consult a physician if
symptoms appear.
inhalation:
in the event of inhalation,
remove to fresh air.
consult a physician if
symptoms appear.

Dosage: dilute 1:10 for heavy use & 1:30 for
normal use.
Trigger spray: 1:10 100ml/1L water heavy duty.
Trigger spray: 1:30 3.33ml/1L water normal use.
Bucket: 1:30 170ml/5L water
Spray nu-bio scrub™ solution, scrub softly with
handpad and rinse.for heavy duty applications,
allow product to soak for a few minutes.

Acid descaler, removes soap
scum, mineral deposits & scale
residue.

xi irritant

nu karpet kare

Dosage: dilute 1:200

karpet
kare

Carpet & fabric cleaner

Use luke warm water for carpet extraction.
extractors: follow directions of use for your
extractor.
Spot cleaning: remove residual soil from wet
stain. Spray product onto stain, brush lightly with
a soft brush to work product into pile. sponge up
with a damp cloth.

Removes stains, deep cleans &
removes odours.
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r36 irritating to eyes
s25 avoid contact with eyes
s26 in case of contact with
eyes, rinse immediately with
plenty of water and seek
medical advice.

